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BMW 7 Series
The spaciousness offered by the BMW 7 Series  long

wheelbase  version is as exclusive and individual as its

passengers. The long wheelbase 7 Series is extended 14 cm

ensuring increased space and comfort in the rear. The

generously sized interior in the luxury sedan class has been

redesigned to provide additional headroom and greater

spaciousness. Individually adjustable seats, extended legroom

and rear air conditioning further enhance the satisfaction of the

journey.

2-3 2 2



Audi A8
The design of the Audi A8 long wheelbase is a harmonious

blend of flowing, powerful dynamism and engaging presence.

Even when stationary, it represents solidity and status. The long

wheelbase version of the Audi A8 is 13cm longer than the

original A8 , ensuring ample space. Individually adjustable

seats, extended leg-room, personal 4 zone automatic air-

conditioning, seat ventilation and heating plus two rear 10.2″
high resolution LCD screens, further enhance the ambience of

the journey.

2-3 2 2



BMW X5
Heading towards the sunset or illuminated by city lights; the

BMW X5 instinctively draws gazes wherever it goes. Its long

wheelbase, short overhangs and powerful contours express its

elegantly sporting nature. Every landscape becomes worth

seeing when you’re viewing it from the exclusive cabin of the

BMW X5. Fine woods, selected leathers and understated metal

elements create an atmosphere of refined luxury. Enjoy

complete comfort on every journey with the X5 and Platinum

Chauffeur Drive.  Seats are ergonomically designed and

electronically adjustable offering utmost personalised luxury.

2-3 3 3-4



Range Rover Vogue
The true definition of luxury is perfectly created in the Range

Rover Vogue.This vehicle boasts having a Panoramic Glass

Roof, Heated and Cooled Leather Seats with additional

Massage Seats, Heads-up display, NZ Digital TV, Meridian High-

Performance Surround sound Package with additional

speakers, LED Lighting, Soft Close Doors, NZ

NAV/Bluetooth/AUX/USBs and more!. The total package. The

Range Rover Vogue is the highest spec vehicle in our fleet and

perfect for all types of clients. 

2-3 3 3-4



Mercedes V Class
Upgrade in vehicle size without sacrificing luxury and comfort.

Our Mercedes V220 Long Wheel Base has sedan styled seats

with the ability to recline backwards or even turn one row

around to face the other row for a more layout often preferred

for corporate clients. The extended base allows for a larger

luggage capacity for those smaller groups travelling with

additional luggage. Table benches between the rows allow for

road trips to be comfortable and clutter to stay off clients laps.

These vans have all the bells and whistles Mercedes could

possibly add. 

4-5 4 4



Mercedes Sprinter
You don’t have to compromise on luxury to enjoy a practical

transfer for larger numbers. Our Mercedes Sprinter’s offer high

levels of style; comfort, practicality and quality that make it easy

to forget you’re in a van. From electronic climate control to the

Audio 20 sound system, the cabin of the Sprinter contributes to

comfort and relaxation. These impressive vehicles seat up to 9

and 11 and 19 passengers respectively in our opulent leather

executive seating configuration, you will be amazed by the

amount of personal space inside the cabin and ample luggage

capacity makes it the perfect choice for airport transfers or

tours.

9-19 10 10
*Please note all sprinters have this

luggage capacity.


